Royal Langkawi Regatta 2017
By Koh Ling Ying
Our sailors met early in the
morning at Changi Airport, all
because always-hungry Cheryl and
Jia Ping desperately wanted to eat
Ippudo ramen (seriously, kids these
days…). After a short but very
turbulent flight to Langkawi, we
arrived to rain. A minivan from
Royal Langkawi Yacht Club then
sent us to Joy Motel.
For those of you who haven’t already heard, Joy Motel is located in the
same compound as a temple… Though I guess the presence of the temple
made us feel safer and more protected. After settling down in our rooms
(the girls had a huge room meant for 6 people, the only problem was the 1
toilet O:), we made a quick dash to the food centre opposite the motel to
grab some food (cause seriously, these kids are perpetually hungry). We
then made a trip to the club and luckily it was only a drizzle by then and so
we could prepare the boat with ease. After a long day, we went for dinner at
Pappa Rich before stocking up at the supermarket buying cartons of water
and bread and spread and London (non-choco) rolls.

The next day was the practice race
and the team had a chance to
check out the competition as well
as the venue. Winds were rather
light (but pretty good compared to
the rest of the regatta actually)
and the team experienced the hot
sun for the first time since the
previous day was rainy.
Following the skippers’ briefing, the team headed back to the motel and
had a yummy zi char dinner to refuel before Race Day 1. Race Day 1 started
with all boats bobbing on the water for about an hour with the AP up due to
very light and unstable winds.
Eventually, racing starting in
winds of 3-5knots, and picked
up to 7-9 knots for the second
race. The team struggled a little
with speed and also the very
close racing at the start. After
racing was the opening
ceremony dinner with food that
looked and smelled better than
it tasted but the satay
(and the free flow beer for some of us) was enough to keep the team
happy.Race Day 2 started with an AP again and saw similar conditions to
the previous day with light winds. Unfortunately, our team faced some
equipment issues with slipping halyards and our performance was
affected. Race Day 3 was a day of sleeping instead of sailing as it was AP
onshore the whole day. Race Day 4 had the sailors going out to the East

coast where the winds appeared stronger due to the waves that were
much bigger. Unfortunately, winds were still very light and the current
very strong. Our team struggled to find the right tactics for the conditions
and did not have a very good day. However, the day was made all better by
sightings of dolphins and going up close to examine a shipwreck. As the
day had ended really early, the team went for a go-kart ride at a super
uloo (?) circuit that involved driving through some crazy narrow roads and
bashing through overgrown plants to get to. The team had hitched a ride
with some of Maxi’s teammates and to all fit in the car, some of us
actually ended up in the boot.
Racing for Race Day 5 was held out to the East coast again as the Race
Committee had thought there would be better winds out there. Sadly,
winds were 3-4 knots for the single race of the day and while the team
fought hard, the competition was very close and we eventually finished
4th overall. Comments from the RC after the race was that it didn’t look
too fun out there (definitely not as it was so hot and the winds were so
very light, and the currents so very strong) and so they decided to send us
back.
While the team may not have achieved the best result, it was nonetheless
a good experience and all of us have learned and grown as sailors!
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Banana Boat Champs
Going into the New Year, it is only apt to set some resolutions and the like, so Team Yellow have set
themselves some rules of engagement and targets for the trip down South.
With 4 years of shouting at blur mastmans and giving death stares to hapless pitmans, Isabel will be
using all her bow acumen to ensure that this boat stays fast round the cans, so they quickly get a can
of “Chang” beer. “Boat boss”. “Official down-down keeper”. These are just some the names Bel
affectionately goes by on Team Yellow. She hopes to whistle blow on every error and manoeuvre and
to be the last man standing!
Staying right behind Isabel would be mastman, Janicia. In her quest to master the foredeck, she has
gone from exploring the secret manuscripts in Philippines to checking for hidden tablets in the RM
seabed – the last one a bit unwillingly due to a scumbag helm. With this being her Nongsa debut, look
out as she keeps the foredeck machines well-oiled and running.
Keeping the piano keys tidy and the jib halyard running would be Isaac. Fresh into the culture of
sailing, this drinking dark horse promises to keep the crew well-hydrated on water and on land as he
stretches the team’s arsenal of pints to get their spirits up. On this boat, Isaac swears that the only
thing he does not want to hear are that they are going “lower, slower” and that “we have no more
drinks”.
The man trimming the most sails on this boat is also the man with the longest name. Someone once said
that the more names you have, the most you must consume. Fortunately, Brian, or BDJ, is not only a
consummate professional at perfecting that downwind trim speed but also at whipping you a cold
cocktail. In this regatta, Brian will be taking the role of chief tactician to get this J24 surprising
some of the bigger fish out on the water.
The other half of this speed team is none other than our team’s Chief de Mission. Known for her
effervescence and shrieks halfway up the mast, Yumei promises to keep the boat safe as the
designated driver. Last year, this Powerpuff took down the tanks of yesteryears exco. This year, as le
president, who knows what targets she will be setting her sights on.
Last but not least, is helmsman Calvin. Long fated to sailing a J24 for the rest of his life, he is hoping
to leave a tangible mark on this Nongsa regatta, hopefully somewhere far away from Turi Beach.
Also the most senior and experienced on board this boat, he will be hoping to “play rank” to get those
down downs shifted forward.
Oh right, on resolutions… Ain’t nobody got time eat less, save more, whatsoever. Team Yellow hopes to
inspire everyone to sail their best and to maximize the regatta experience.

team sekupang

SUNSHINE &
SALT WATER
BY MARIA KATRINA LEE

Nicole. Jiaping. Dexun. Colin. Zhengwei. Alexi
Our story: We’re a motley crew of six very interesting individuals onboard
SMUmad. Having had a rough year, SMUmad has underwent a short
sabbatical at Sekupang to rediscover and reinvigorate herself for the strong
winds and choppy waters at Nongsa.
Our crew: Alexi: The boss. Likes nothing better then a refreshing can of ice
cold oat soda anytime. Zheng Wei: New to the team, but not new to the
sport. Part of the unprecedented large male freshman intake to SMU sailing,
this lad is both a hit with the ladies on and off the boat. Dexun: The gym
junkie onboard the boat. The many hours spent on bicep curls and tricep
extensions will finally come to fruition in the breezy Nongsa waters Colin:
Pitting on the boat, this chap likes his stomach filled as much as cold oat
soda. Nicole: Again, another fresh face on the team. Nothing much is
known about her except that her boat welfare is Solid La, according to
Annabelle. Jia Ping: Some call her the second coming of Chen Liwen. A bow
woman with a frantic bearing and a high pitched tone, that is the logistics
officer of SMU sailing. The stiff test at Nongsa will definitely build her onto
the path of being world best like her predecessor, no doubt.

Zihao. Alastair. Darryl.
Pufang. Bernice. Gwen.
We LOOOVE pizza. I
mean, who doesn't?
Maybe we had a bit too
much and the pizzas' are
angry. Or maybe it just
rhymes with something
else that seeks revenge.

Pizza's
Revenge

ANS: ON CHERYL. ON THE BANNISTER. ON HER TUMMY. BEHIND THE TREE. KENNY'S NECK. ON MOK. BEHIND
ONE OF THE PILLARS.

SMALI

(smelly Ally, smell us from miles away)
Mok. Alison. Kenny. Cheryl. Qing. Germaine.

Sniff out the 7 smelly Allys hiding in the picture above, try to find them all!
Answers are on the side :)

Nongsa Regatta
*warning, long writeups ahead, freshies were enthusiastic

FIRST EVER REGATTA FOR THE FRESHIES. Well, for most of us at least. After
days of anticipation… It was time for some (or maybe just me) to wake up at a
godforsaken time of 630am and start making our way towards Keppel Marina,
our first rendezvous point, for those sailing to Batam from Singapore. The crew of
SMU Mad would meet us later on in the day as the platu was in Batam for
servicing. It was our first ever taste of the boat D life and I speak for the majority of
the freshies (or at least I hope I do). I’m sure none of us expected much from this
experience, except maybe a chill time on board from what we’ve heard from the
seniors. Shortly after, we left the safety of the marina, towards the open waters
and headed for Sister’s island - the very dodgy immigration out at sea.
Expectedly (yes, this is not a typo),
the engine on Shengli failed us just 100m out from the marina. We could not start it, and even when it did start, it
would die 30 seconds later. We had no choice but to ask for assistance from Quarterdeck. QD made a u-turn to
tow us… And that began our journey with QD for the next 5 hours. With his mad mechanical, technical and
troubleshooting skills, Byte Champ Calvin hopped onto Shengli to render assistance to our dying engine.
Despite all his efforts to resuscitate the engine, nothing seemed to work, and we succumbed to our fate of being
towed for the rest of the journey (more like the whole way to Batam). Despite having their engine running,
SMUVE had difficulties adjusting the throttle and could not accelerate. The J24s who had lagged behind initially
quickly caught up with SMUVE despite not towing any extra load. Calvin, with his foresightedness, stepped in to
remedy the situation on the platu. He asked the crew of SMUVE to detach the engine cover, and miraculously,
they were able to adjust the throttle and accelerate again. I guess you could say the engines were running
SMUVEly again, well, all except Shengli’s. With our engine problems out of mind, the crew of Shengli quickly
settled down and started our quaint lunch on board. For starters, we had Poof’s freshly made guacamole served
with tortilla chips. For the entrée, we had the honour to try out MasterChef Alastair’s flavoursome steamed
chicken breasts topped off with tabasco sauce, a new found love for many of the crew. To tie the meal together,
frozen grapes and jellies were then enjoyed to cool ourselves down amid the heat. Being sick of lagging behind,
and having to tow us as soon as we left for Batam, QD passed on the baton to SMUVE to tow us all the way to
Batam. It was also at this time that Qing, Mr Photogenic aboard SMUVE, expressed his interest in wanting to cast
a fishing line while we sail into Indonesian waters. Perhaps with a bit of luck, he would be able to catch
something. Before long, QD sailed into the horizon. Mad also caught up with both Shengli and SMUVE,
performing tacks as they quickly overtook the other 2 boats’ positions. Fast forward 8 hours, and we have finally
berthed at Nongsa Point Marina. The water here vis-á-vis Singapore’s was so much clearer. It also made
cleaning the boat easier as we could see which areas needed more TLC.

Darryl

Once we ensured that the boats were in pristine condition, we headed to our chalets and readied ourselves to
head to Megamall for dinner. As anticipated, the food in Batam was cheap! But we weren’t ready for the minute
portion sizes. We also took this opportunity to stock up supplies for the next two days. The crew of Shengli also
took this opportunity to get our resident MasterChef to prepare more chicken breasts as our snack in between
races. This summed up the first day of Nongsa and I can’t wait for what tomorrow entails!

Kenny

Bernice

Race day 1 and everyone, especially the freshies this being their first competition, had a great feeling of
anticipation of what’s to come! Unfortunately, though everyone was raring to go, a storm came right before the
first race. Despite the storm, everyone went down to the docks to conduct boat checks. SMU MAD’s crew
however, decided that sufficient checks of the entire boat could be made from inside the pit, and hence
decided to huddle inside, away from the lashing rain. Meanwhile, the crew of Shengli stayed in the comfort of
the lobby amongst more drinks and food. Perhaps wanting to concentrate their efforts on team morale and
spirit over the condition of their boat, they decided to spend the time taking Wefies and coming up with their
boat name: Gwenians! After an hour, the rain came to an end. It was finally clear for the first race to begin!
Everyone tense and waiting with bated breath, the first horn sounded and the first race commenced. The
winds were shifty, occasionally strong and light, making it rather frustrating for all four SMU boats that were
racing. Thankfully though, the winds were not too strong, allowing the freshies get accustomed to harsher
conditions slowly. One of the conditions that we have not previously encountered back in Singapore was the
abundance of seaweed in the waters of Batam. The crew of SMUve learnt about the importance of avoiding
this obstacle first-hand.

Due to SMUve’s skipper Allison’s headstrong statement of “Screw the seaweed, I’m just going to sail my course!”
(which she would be charged for later), SMUve plowed through many a seaweed patch, accumulating much of it
on its keel and rudder. A significant decrease in speed later was met with much puzzlement as the crew struggled
to find a reason for falling behind much of the fleet. It was only through the ingenuity and experience of seasoned
alumni sailor Qing did he manage to think of using the oars on board to poke the seaweed off the boat. The
acceleration that SMUve experienced was immediate and immense, nearly throwing its crew off balance. SMUve
was back on track! Even though it had fallen behind significantly, the speed increase was sufficient for SMUve not
only to catch up on the great distance between the fleet and itself, but also overtake two other competitor boats!
On the last race, the wind died down so much that almost no breeze could be felt. All boats were struggling to even
get moving, or stay awake. In light of the new conditions, the race committee made the decision to shorten the
course and end the race early, ending the arduous bobbing and floating about. The light wind on the last race
seemed to favour Team SMU as our boats managed to sweep the top four positions. We ended the day with
Quarterdeck and SMUMad in the top 3 of IRC Class A! After finishing up some logistics and boat maintenance, the
hungry sailors headed straight for the buffet dinner and opening ceremony. There was much pride and celebration
as our own sailors went up on stage to receive prizes. Finally, it was time for us to go back and recuperate for the
second day of racing!

Zheng Wei

Nicole

We began the day feeling motivated, knowing that we were second for IRC B. Unlike race day1, today was
sunny. We left early to survey the course and pace with another SMUve. Having done all the preparations, we
were ready for the race and our crew had a good feeling about that day. Due to the strong winds during race 1,
all the boats could not fly their spins except for the 2 J24s. Not Long after, the horn sounded off and the first race
of day 2 started! SMU MAD had a great start, coupled with our good chemistry, everyone played their part very
well. However, due to the strong winds, only the 2 J24s could fly their spins! Thankfully, we emerged second in
the first race, way ahead of faster boats like Waka and SF. This boosted our confidence and everyone kept up
their good efforts throughout the remaining races; although the last race was a gruelling one. True enough, we
did well and emerged top of IRC B. As we completed the third race, the sky was looming with terror as it was
gloomy and we all knew a storm was approaching... However, our insistent race officer sounded the horn,
signalling the start of the last race! It was a great race for SMU MAD, along with QD who came in a few seconds.
Just as we ended the race, rain droplets were falling from the sky and soon after, it was storming.

While, our helm, Alexi, was busy ensuring that all the boats were heading back safely to shore and every member of
our crew was doing their parts, we discovered that our dear mains trimmer, Zheng Wei took out his phone to
Snapchat! (He got charged for that during kangaroo court)
Overall, it was a fantastic experience.

Isaac

On the last day of races, the toll of the 3 continuous days of racing finally
took their tolls on the boats. After 2 strenuous races on the last day, and
Shengli’s spinnaker halyard and jib both disastrously tore as well, setting
them back horribly, and preventing them from being able to raise their spin
for the remainder of the day. Even more disastrously, after race 3 SMU
MAD’s main sail tore, as well as their main sheet, putting them behind as well.
However, SMUVE and QD were relatively unaffected, and managed to pull
through and complete the races relatively unharmed. After the exhausting
days we docked back at Nongsa marina and begun to pack up for the last
time, and the freshmen were introduced to the tradition of people being
thrown into the water from the docks. ses into the ocean.

The incumbent executive committee and and the freshmen were the first to enter the ocean, and eventually a small
mob was formed with the intention of throwing people in as many times as possible, and the helm of Shengli, Bernice
Foo was the recipient of the most tos However after all the fun, we realized that the closing ceremony had begun and
we rushed to get back to make it for the ceremony and the meal. We realized after that Quarterdeck had won 2nd in
IRC A and 1st in IRC B respectively through a stroke of luck, and the crew was rewarded as such. Afterwards, the ageold tradition of kangaroo court took place, under the watchful eyes of The Honourable Calvin Lim and The
Honourable Alexi Lim. Charges were lauded onto club members who had made certain mistakes or committed
certain misdeeds, with the helm of Shengli, Bernice Foo being the first to receive a multitude of accusations, and failing
to defend herself, was punished accordingly.

Mains trimmer Ng Zheng Wei then received accusations of
vanity during the races, for taking selfies during
inopportune times, as well as for using whitening cream
instead of sunblock. However, he managed to defend
himself on the latter charge and got off scot-free. This
continued till all the hatchets had been buried, and after a
gruelling 3 days the club members prepared to head
home.

Zihao
Day 5 started off with a literal bang, as thunder shook our houses and lightning briefly cut off the power. Zeus
himself thought our previous plan of leaving by 9am too early and stepped in to intervene. As we moped around in
bed waiting for a decision to be made by the exco, the residents of my house were drawn downstairs towards the
smell of pan-fried chicken made by MasterChef Alastair. The crew of Quarterdeck had also decided to take
advantage of the presence of the MasterChef and had bought sausages the previous day for him to cook. Soon
after, the call came to meet at the lobby for further instructions. After dragging all our stuff out of the house and
having a (very oily) breakfast, we were instructed to leave as soon as possible or risk still being out at sea after
daylight wanes. With the clouds still pouring, we marched our belongings towards the jetty. As the crew of Shengli
(sans Darryl the traitor) walked towards the boat, we realised our plan of hanging out our stuff to dry on the boat
failed spectacularly. Collecting our puddle of equipment, we began to prepare for the long journey back home.
Surprise surprise, our engine decided to malfunction. Fortunately, we had the great idea of enlisting help from
someone who actually knows what he’s doing, one of the jetty crew. He found out that our engine’s spark plug was
soaked and as anyone who knows their Pokemon (or common sense, really) can tell you, Water beats Fire. After
replacing the faulty part, our engine sparked to life and extinguished our dread of another 5 hours being towed by
QD. Thus began our voyage back home. Minutes after leaving harbour, Poof uttered four fateful words that
determined her mood for the rest of the trip: “I need to pee.” Our fearless leader Gwen also realised she forgot to go
to the toilet beforehand, but was not as in need of a toilet as Poof. Poof then spent the next 4 hours looking
increasingly stressed as her need for a toilet grew desperate.

The rest of the trip passed by much faster than on the way to Nongsa, mainly because no boat was being towed
but the currents were also in our favour. However, neither of this was of any help to Poof’s toilet woes. After
clearing immigrations (where a dodgy boat and fishing net were involved) and Keppel Bay was in sight, she
excitedly jumped up and began to unrig the boat in record timing. In all her years of sailing, Gwen had never seen
anyone roll up the mains sheet as fast as Poof. As she waited excruciatingly for the harbour to give us clearance
to go in, Poof was holding on to the sidestays with most of her body off the boat, ready to jump on to the
jetty…while we were still at least 5 minutes away. The moment clearance was granted and Shengli was within
distance of the jetty, Poof leaped off, secured the bowline and sprinted off (in slippers) to the toilet. Poor Gwen on
the other hand, had to slowly make sure the boat was safely berthed and secured before she could go as Bernice
Foo-timah decided she had had enough of helming for 5 days and wanted to relax. After all the boats were safely
docked and our belongings retrieved (or in Zhengwei’s case, a luggage), we tried to leave the harbour but was
blocked by security who required our student pass. Miraculously, someone actually brought their card and we
were free to enter Singapore! All in all, this regatta was a great experience for us freshies, as most of us had never
participated in anything like it before. The crew of Shengli, which had 3 freshies, can definitely attest to that; from
snapping halyards, sailing through a storm, and stabbing a hole through our genoa, it has been an incredibly
eventful five days. Here’s to more regattas to come!
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